In spite of 36 years epidemiologic research, there is still an ongoing controversy about a causal link between childhood leukemia (CL) and exposure to extremely low frequency (ELF) magnetic fields (MF). Public concern has been increased by the fact that ELF MF have been classified as possibly carcinogenic to humans (class 2B) while exposure limits still remain three orders of magnitudes above reported CL risk onset levels. In a new synoptic approach rather than few selected ORs, all reported epidemiological risk estimates (ORs) are analyzed, both pooled together as well as separated into sub-pools of different exposure metric as well as of high and low exposure levels. The results explain the worrying offset of ORs towards increased CL risk as well as the reported puzzling dose-response at low MF levels as an artifact caused by the small-number effect. The synoptic analysis clarifies that ORs critically depend on statistical power. With increasing statistical power ORs decrease and finally converge to and stay at zero risk. This is found consistently at the entire data pool as well as at all sub-pools related to investigated exposure parameters (wire code, distance to MF source, and magnetic field value). Former contradictory results can now be explained. The synoptic analysis provides convincing evidence that the risk of childhood leukemia is not increased by exposure to ELF magnetic fields. IARC's classification of ELF MF needs revision.
Introduction
Since 1979 when the first epidemiologic study has reported on an increased prevalence of childhood leukemia (CL) in the presence of extremely low frequency (ELF) magnetic fields (MF) [1] , in spite of many subsequent epidemiologic studies of the following 36 years the debate about a causal relationship is still ongoing. Based on merely epidemiologic evidence on a possible association with childhood leukemia (but not with other cancers neither in adults nor in children), the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) of the World Health Organization (WHO) has classified ELF MF as possibly carcinogenic to humans, class 2B [2] . Based on reported risk estimates, the impact of an increased CL risk has been theoretically quantified to be about 1.5% -2% of all incident childhood leukemia cases with annually 50 -60 additional cases in the whole European Union (Croatia excluded) [3] .
Health concern is based in particular on the puzzling fact that reported CL risk estimates (ORs) exhibit an offset towards increased risk and a seeming dose response in terms of an increase with increasing magnetic field exposure at low MF levels of 0.2 to 0.4 µT [4] - [8] . However, for the general public existing guidelines and regulations allow ELF MF exposures three orders of magnitudes above these values [9] [10] . The limit has even been doubled recently [9] without any idea whether and how the reported dose dependence should be extrapolated to exposures three orders of magnitudes above reported risk onset levels. This dilemma raises concern whether limits provide a sufficient safety level. Unfortunately, after several decades of epidemiological research, more of the same research cannot be expected to clarify the issue even in the future. Consequently, without a new approach risk believers and deniers are expected to further continue their controversy.
It is striking that so far only little use has been made of most of the already existing epidemiologic evidence. On the one hand (fortunately), it has become frequent practice that papers on epidemiological studies include tables with extensive numbers (up to about hundred) of ORs which have been calculated for a variety of different scenarios and exposure metrics. However, so far conclusions have been based only on few selected results.
In the new approach, the synoptic analysis makes use of the entire pool and selected sub-pools of available data rather than restricting to just a few selected results. This allows assessing consistency of data and dependencies of ORs on various parameters by joint evaluation. With this approach, it could already be shown that the reliability of reported ORs critically depends on the associated number of exposed cases [11] [12] . In the RF range, two quite different data pools with seeming controversial results could be identified. However, the synoptic analysis could clarify this discrepancy by showing that with increasing statistical power ORs of the contradictory data pools converge towards the same OR which, even more, turned out to be 0.8, hence, indicating decreased risk from mobile phone use [12] . In the ELF range, contradictory data pools could not be found. All reported data (except some few outliers) fitted well within one common pattern with ORs converging towards one single final value, in this case towards zero risk (OR = 1). This finding does not support the hypothesis of a causal relationship of childhood leukemia and ELF MF exposure [11] .
However, this reassuring result can be challenged by the argument, that by pooling all reported ORs, an increased risk can have been masked by data from exposure scenarios with no risk, hence leaving the issue still open. Therefore, for further clarification, this paper concentrates on additional aspects, in particular on the worrying OR offset and the reported OR dose response. It will be shown that the synoptic approach allows generating convincing evidence and drawing consistent conclusions which can explain the reasons for the disturbing contradictions and controversial conclusions.
Method
For synoptic analysis, all available risk estimates published from 1979 until 2015 were pooled irrespective their statistical significance. Studies were identified by a literature search in the data bases PUBMED, FEMU, IEEE Xplore and MEDLINE with the keywords "childhood leukemia + magnetic fields + epidemiologic study". All identified studies were included without further selection such as due to their size or exposure metric. In case, ORs were given both unadjusted and adjusted for cofactors, the latter were used. However, for some analyses, ORs had to be accompanied by quantitative information on at least the related number of exposed cases or the quantitative exposure level. For quantitative analysis, the nominal scale of the "wire code" was converted into an ordinal scale by assigning numbers to author's verbally described classes, namely "very low" = 1, "ordinary low" = 2, "medium" = 3, "ordinary high" = 4 and "very high" = 5. In case OR values were given both unadjusted and adjusted for cofactors, the latter were included. The body of data was investigated with the Microsoft Excel software in particular:
1) at the overall data pool with regard to a dependence of ORs on the number of associated exposed cases N exp (as surrogate for statistical power) to check the acceptability of the null hypothesis (no MF-induced CL risk); 2) at sub-pools generated for different exposure parameters to check the consistency of results among different exposure metrics and the acceptability of the null hypothesis;
3) at sub-pools of different exposure parameters to investigate a potential dose response in terms of a the dependence of ORs on exposure levels; 4) at sub-pools of different exposure parameters related to high and low exposure to investigate the impact of the statistical power (N exp ) on a potential dose response.
Results
Overall, compared to the synoptic analysis of 2014 [11] some more studies could be included. The literature search resulted in 252 hits which were manually selected, ending up with 48 papers on childhood leukemia studies (excluding studies on devices and CL) [13] - [60] . More than 1500 reported OR values could be analyzed. It is important to note that inclusion of additional studies did not change the pattern of the overall data pool as previously presented. Figure 1 shows the pattern of all ORs in dependence on the associated number of exposed cases (N exp ) including different exposure metrics and scenarios. It exhibits the already known funnel-shaped pattern with ORs scattered on either side of the zero-risk line (OR = 1). It can be seen that many ORs are based on few or even one case only. Consequently, it is no surprise that the variance of ORs is rather high at small N exp and because of random influences extends to either side of the zero-risk line. It is obvious that ORs and conclusions based on only few exposed leukemia cases are not very reliable and hence exhibit a high variance. However, ORs exhibit an offset towards increased risk. Among other arguments this has been interpreted as indicator for increased childhood leukemia risk. However, note that this offset is mainly restricted to small N exp . In addition, it is important to note that the offset decreases and finally disappears with increasing N exp . As already shown in the previous analysis [11] , the ORs decrease with increasing statistical power (N exp ). Moreover, ORs approach the zero-risk line from either side of the zero-risk line. Finally they converge towards zero-risk, and with some variance-remain there with further N exp increase.
Interestingly, the same result can be found at sub-pools of different exposure parameters. In the data sub-pools of "wire code" (WC), "distance to MF source" (DMS) and "magnetic field immission" (MFI) with increasing N exp ORs consistently show the same pattern, the similar decrease of OR offset, the similar decrease of ORs and the similar convergence towards zero risk ( Figure 2) . This is not self-evident since this happens in spite of the quite different assessment strategies and different reliability of the exposure parameters. The overall data pattern demonstrates that ORs critically depend on N exp and decrease with increasing N exp . However, this finding could be challenged by the argument, existing evidence for increased childhood leikemia risk at higher exposures could be masked by lacking risk at low exposure. To clarify this, a potential dependence of ORs on exposure level was investigated at different exposure parameters. The results at all exposure parameters are presented Figure 3 . It shows that ORs increase with increasing exposure level even beyond 0.4 µT (note that MF immission increases with decreasing DMS). It is not self-evident that the increase is found at each of the exposure parameters. In the past, such a result had been interpreted as dose response and hence, as evidence for increased CL risk. This premature conclusion has become one of the main reasons for public concern.
However, such a premature conclusion ignores one important aspect, namely, that in Figure 3 all ORs are given the same weight. However, this is not justified. Figure 1 and Figure 2 demonstrated already that the reliability of ORs significantly depends on the associated N exp . Since highly exposed cases are rare compared to less exposed, it is no surprise that the data analysis showed that N exp decreases with exposure (results not shown here, but can be verified by looking at Figures 4-6 ). This means that the statistical power and hence the reliability of ORs decreases with increasing exposure level. Therefore, the seeming dose-response shown in Figure 3 needs to be interpreted with care. For further clarification, sub-pools were created for low and high exposure levels, respectively. The associated data distributions were analyzed in dependence of N exp as a surrogate for statistical power. Figure 4 shows the results for wire codes. The related data were separated into a sub-pool of low exposure (wiring configurations "very low" and "ordinary low") and a sub-pool of high exposure ("ordinary high" and "very high"), respectively. Wire coding stood at the beginning of epidemiologic investigations and later was substituted by quantitative immission assessment. Therefore, wire code data are less numerous and, hence, the sub-pool patterns less filled (note that there is still an overlap of similar data points, therefore not all available data points can be identified). It is important to note that in spite of fewer data, both sub-pools clearly exhibit the same generic properties as found in the overall data pools (see Figure 1 and Figure 2) , namely, ORs scattered around either side of the zero-risk line. In addition, both sub-pools show the tendency of ORs to converge towards zero risk, although less clear because of fewer data points. It can be seen that the range of N exp associated with high exposure extends to much smaller numbers and ORs exhibit both larger variance and larger offset compared to the low-exposure sub-pool. That indicates a small-number effect probably due to selection bias. It needs to be noted, that there is no systematic difference between the patterns of high and low exposure which could indicate dose response in terms of a higher CL risk at high exposure. Consequently, with regard to WC data the seeming exposure-response shown in Figure 3 is not supported by Figure 4 .
Similar to WC data also from the data of the exposure surrogate "distance from MF source" two sub-pools were generated related to high (d ≤ 50 m) and low exposure (d > 100 m), respectively. Figure 5 shows that in spite of generic similarities both data sub-pools exhibit impressing differences. Again, it can be clearly seen that N exp are much smaller at the high-exposure data with a majority of ORs based on less than 10 exposed cases while in the low-exposure sub-pool N exp are about 10 fold higher. Consequently, the OR variance is much higher in the high-exposure sub-pool. In addition, there is again an obvious offset of ORs towards increased risk at small N exp . However, with increasing N exp it rapidly decreases, and ORs clearly converge towards zero risk with offset remaining. Interestingly, ORs of the low-exposure sub-pool do not have any offset from the zero-risk line: They are almost equally scattered around either side of the line OR = 1. Thus, DMS data are not indicating an increased leukaemia risk. The remaining OR variance at larger N exp reflects methodological uncertainties in DMS assessment. It is much lower than at WC and MFI data. The patterns of the DMS sub-pools are in agreement with the overall pooled patterns (Figure 1 and Figure 2 ) as well as with WC data (Figure 4) . The differences between low-and high-exposure sub-pools stem from the different ranges of N exp . Overall, there is no indication of a dose response and an increased childhood leukaemia risk from DMS data.
From the data related to quantitative MFI assessment (which includes measurements as well as numerical field calculation with quite different assessment strategies) sub-pools were generated for high (>200 µT) and low immission (≤100 µT), respectively. Results are presented in Figure 6 . In the high-exposure sub-pool N exp is much smaller with many ORs associated with one or two exposed cases only. The variance of ORs is large and decreases with increasing N exp . The OR offset decreases with N exp and disappears rapidly with increasing N exp . 
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Figure 4.
Reported odds ratios (OR) of epidemiological studies on childhood leukemia and ELF magnetic field exposure assessed by wiring codes (WC) over the associated number of exposed cases N exp for data sub-pools related to high and low exposure, namely WC "ordinary high" and "high" (above) and "ordinary low" and "low"(below), respectively.
Similar to the other exposure parameters ORs decrease with increasing N exp and converge towards the zero-risk line from either side. In the low-exposure sub-pool ORs are distributed around the zero risk line with neither offset nor further convergence. Note that the variance is larger compared to the other exposure parameters. This can be explained by the many different ways magnetic field values were derived. Overall, all generic features of MFI sub-pool patterns are in agreement with those of the other exposure parameters. There is no indication of a dose response and an increased CL risk with increasing MFI level. 
Discussion
The results show that the synoptic analysis provides additional information by including all available ORs rather than focusing at only one or few ORs selected by whatever consideration. It was decided to accept all available studies instead of rejecting studies based on exclusion criteria. Rejection would make it necessary to justify the dismissal (or acceptance) of studies and may be challenged by one or another stakeholder, by "believers" or "non-believers" of a MF induced health risks. In addition, selection may be prone to bias. This is demonstrated Figure 6 . Reported odds ratios (OR) of epidemiological studies on childhood leukemia and power frequency magnetic field exposure assessed by the estimated magnetic field levels (MFI) over the associated number of exposed cases N exp for data sub-pools related to high and low exposure, namely MFI > 200 nT (above) and MFI ≤ 100 nT (below), respectively.
by the fact that different groups such as ICNIRP and WHO versus Bioinitiative give quite different weight to the same studies. In contrast, not selecting does not require to justify selection criteria. However, this could also be challenged, this time by the argument, included weak studies could degrade the result. However, the advantage of the synoptic approach is to easily allow identifying whether studies fit into the overall body of evidence or suffer from methodical insufficiencies as those identified at mobile phone studies [12] . Likewise, this applies to outliers who are easily identified by their location aside the data pattern (see Figure 1 and Figure 2) . It is inter- esting to note that the pattern of data from meta-analyses differs strikingly from the general pattern. However, detailed discussion would go beyond the scope of this paper. It can be found elsewhere [61] . It needs to be noted that not all reported data could be included into the synoptic analysis namely those cases where needed OR-associated information such as on N exp or exposure level were lacking. Therefore, even more data points could have been considered if published and if more authors would have refrained from restricting reporting on just few selected ORs only. However, the available body of data is already impressively large and stable. The inclusion of some more studies since the first synoptic analysis [11] did not change neither the data pattern nor the derived conclusions (note that due to overlapping ORs the added data points are hardly visible). Consequently, there is little reason to assume that further studies could lead to relevant changes. This is why synoptic analysis of the already available data allows drawing convincing conclusions in particular since some sparse data in sub-pools such as of the wire code are compensated by consistent support from other parameters.
The synoptic analysis allowed clarifying worrying issues and puzzling results. It is important to note that now the reported OR offset towards increased risk can be explained. The offset disappears if N exp becomes large enough. This finding is supported by the fact that the same is seen at all exposure parameters irrespective their considerable methodical differences. This provides convincing evidence of a low-number artifact. It is obvious that a case-selection bias in terms of an unjustified selection of an exposed case has a larger impact if only one or few cases are used for OR calculation (note that a similar offset could also be seen at data of other childhood cancer [11] ). The existence of a case-selection bias has already been discussed by others [62] - [65] . Therefore, there are convincing indication that the offset towards increased risk is an artifact caused by low-number effects which amplifies existing selection bias. It can no longer be taken as an indicator for an increased risk.
Another worrying issue could also be explained, namely the reported "dose-response". So far, it was puzzling to assume that ORs increased just within limited MF levels. On the one hand studies reported on a proportional OR increase with magnetic immission between 0.2 µT and 0.4 µT. However, on the other hand there was no idea how such a finding-if causal-could be extrapolated to higher exposures, in particular over three orders of magnitudes to the existing exposure limits. It is one merit of the synoptic analysis to be able to convincingly show that the conclusion on a "dose-response" is a consequence of the low-number aitifact. It can be explained by the coincidence of decreasing N exp with increasing exposure which, as a consequence, causes a higher variance, and an increased offset of ORs due to the amplified selection bias at smaller N exp . It is evident that such a bias does not endlessly increase. It is no surprise that it levels out. This explains why at higher MF levels a further increased leukemia risk could not be found. This is in agreement with the fact that the OR offset diminishes at higher N exp . It is convincing that the same generic behavior was seen at quite different exposure parameters, namely, the decrease of OR offset with increasing number of cases and decreasing OR values with increasing N exp . In addition, the reported "dose response" could not be confirmed at sub-pools of different exposure level and exposure metric. In contradiction to the dose-response hypothesis, in the exposure-related sub-pools ORs did not converge towards different endpoints. On contrary, irrespective the exposure metric ORs of high and low exposure sub-pools converged towards the same endpoint, which, in addition, consistently indicated zero risk (OR = 1). This finding does not support the hypothesis of a causal relationship between CL and ELF MF.
The synoptic analysis demonstrated that there is a remaining variance in ORs even if N exp is large and the result stable. Moreover, the residual variance was different at different exposure parameters. This reflects methodical uncertainties and is in agreement with the fact that different exposure parameters are based on quite different approaches and metrics. Therefore, they suffer from different causes and amounts of uncertainty. It is interesting to note that the residual variance of ORs is highest at MFI which had been expected to perform better than the surrogates WC and DMS. The reason for this are the highly different assessment strategies associated with MFI levels such as measurement or numerical calculation at different spots within or outside homes, at different points in time (at diagnosis, before diagnosis, at study), instantaneous values or averaged values derived from different time intervals (daytime, nighttime, year) determined in different ways such as spot values, time averages, time arithmetic medians, time geometric means, time-weighted averages with different thresholds etc. The unavoidable residual variance is the reason why conclusions from single selected ORs even if based on high N exp still suffer from uncertainty. This demonstrates the need of a synoptic approach.
It is one more argument against a causal relationship of childhood leukemia and magnetic field exposure that over decades of various attempts it was not possible to identify and agree upon a single reliable exposure metric.
The convincing evidence that the reported increase of ORs with MF levels does not indicate a dose-response nor a causal relationship now solves the dilemma of health risk assessment bodies and authorities, in particular of WHO who, on the one hand, concluded on a possible childhood leukemia risk from ELF MF exposure already at low environmental MF levels, and on the other hand stayed with exposure limits several orders of magnitude above reported risk onset levels.
The synoptic results allow terminating the long-term debate about a potential childhood leukemia risk from ELF magnetic field exposure with a reassuring message. The synoptic analysis provided convincing evidence that a causal relationship simply does not exist and risk of childhood leukemia is not increased by exposure to ELF magnetic fields. This is in agreement with the fact that in spite of intensive attempts the CL risk hypothesis could not be convincingly supported by an interaction mechanism, nor by in vitro or in vivo results or by explanations of the puzzling situation, that similar health risks could not be found in children nor at other cancer endpoints nor in even much higher exposed adults. The convincing evidence of lacking causality between childhood leukemia and exposure to ELF MF demonstrates that IARC's classification needs revision, the sooner the better.
However, the synoptic analysis of the entire body of available data from epidemiologic studies also leads to an important overarching conclusion, namely, that statistical power e.g. in terms of the number of exposed cases used for calculating ORs must not be neglected. Consequently, in epidemiology (not only on EMF) reported ORs need to be accompanied by associated N exp . So far, this is already done by many authors but has not yet become general routine.
Another overarching consequence applies to reviews (and reviewers) which compare Ors from several studies. It is no longer justified to give all ORs the same weight. It is also inappropriate to list ORs in a manner which is not at all causally related with ORs such as in alphabetical order (e.g. of the first authors) instead of presenting ORs in dependence of a relevant parameter such as N exp . Therefore, reviews that did not yet weigh ORs with the associated N exp need to be interpreted with care.
Conclusion
The synoptic analysis is proofed to be an important and powerful tool. It avoids ignoring valuable information and is demonstrating the importance of weighing risk estimates (ORs) with their associated statistical power (N exp ). It allows clarifying the worrying offset of ORs towards increased risk and the seeming dose-response as an artifact caused by the small-number effect. It demonstrates that the indication of increased CL risk decreases with increasing statistical power until it diminished. This is consistently shown at the overall pooled data as well as at all investigated sub-pools of different exposure parameters. The results of the synoptic analysis allow terminating the long-term controversy about a potential childhood leukemia risk from ELF magnetic field exposure with a reassuring message. The synoptic analysis provides convincing evidence that a causal relationship does not exist and risk of childhood leukemia is not increased by exposure to magnetic fields. Consequently, IARC's classification of ELF MF as class 2B carcinogen needs revision.
